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BEST OF 
BEAUTY, 

FASHION & 
LIFESTYLE 

Cleo women are on the lookout 
constantly for new ideas in 

fashion, beauty and lifestyle.

BEAUTY SOLUTIONS
Our beauty spreads not only 

reflect the latest beauty trends, 
they also inspire our readers to 

experiment with colours and re- 
invent their looks. CLEO keeps its 

beauty stories real by ensuring 
the topics we tackle are 

relevant to the time-poor young 
woman who wants practical 
solutions to her beauty issues. 

WEARABLE FASHION
CLEO’S fashion pages are 
designed to inspire in our 

readers a love for fashion.  The 
products we feature are 

practical and wearable, yet, at 
the same time, they are trendy, 

current and chic.  Our fashion 
spreads portray runway trends 

in a manner that will work for 
young woman who wants the 

season’s hottest looks to 
complement her lifestyle.



REACH A 
MUST 
HAVE 

AUDIENCE

92% female 8% male
52% single 46% married 2% divorced

73% Chinese 9% Malay 6% Indian 
12% others 

<19 12% 8%

20 - 29 38% 16%

30 - 39 19% 21%

40 - 49 15% 21%

50 and above 16% 34%

$2,001 - $4,000 15% 26%

$4,001 - $5,000 7% 4%

$5,001 & above 10% 9%

Not 
earning/stated 4% 9%

$2,000 & under 3% 17%

$2,001 - $4,000 12% 26%

$4,001 - $6,000 17% 21%

$6,001 - $10,000 36% 21%

$10,001 & 
above 33% 15%

PMEBS 39% 26%

White Collar 19% 14%

Blue Collar 1% 19%

Housewives 16% 17%

Students 18% 11%

Others 6% 9%

AGE GROUP    Index     Population 

MONTHLY PERSONAL INCOME

MONTHLY HOUSEHOLD INCOME

15+

OCCUPATION

Print Run:62,000
CLEO reaches 144,000 

Singaporean young women 
every month.

Source: Nielsen Singapore Media Index 2010 



REACH A 
READER 
LIKE NO 

OTHER

Communicate to a devoted reader through CLEO.

The CLEO reader is like a trusted friend, and on average she 
has been a reader for approximately 3 years.

CLEO engages its readers, with the readers spending at 
least 2 hours reading each issue.

53% of readers file CLEO indefinitely for future reference

98% of readers would recommend CLEO to a friend

The CLEO woman is always looking for ideas, looking to 
discover and looking to learn
source: CLEO readership survey, Synovate 06/07



REACH AN 
ACTIVE 

CONSUMER

The CLEO readers’ favourite hobby is shopping, which make
them your ideal target audience.

SPENDING HABITS
$411 on average spent on shopping in the past month.
Clothes, shoes and bags are most popular items to purchase.

What’s she’s put in her beauty bag in the past 3 months:

78% purchased skincare
68% purchased make-up
54% purchased haircare
43% purchased bodycare
32% purchased fragrance
SHOPPING INFLUENCES
85% purchase because a product is affordable
73% purchase trusted brands
70% purchase because it is trendy

WORKSHOP ME
85% of reader are interested in beauty workshops
73% of readers are interested in fashion related workshops

source: CLEO readership survey, Synovate 06/07



REACH A 
RESPONSIVE 

READER 

CLEO readers interact with and act on 
every part of the magazine, with both editorial 
and advertising.

85% of readers agree ads in CLEO 
encourage them to try new/familiar brands

82%of readers agree ads in CLEO 
motivate them to buy the products

90%of readers agree ads in CLEO provide 
them with useful information

85%of readers purchased a product after 
seeing it advertised in CLEO

source: CLEO readership survey, Synovate 06/07



A PROVEN 
SUCCESS

CLEO communicates to 
readers like no other 
young women’s 
magazine in the market. 

CLEO stands out from 
the competition.  WHY?

RESEARCH
Extensive research and on- 
going dialogue provides us 
with unique insight into our 
readers lives allowing us to 
deliver readers exactly what 
they want to know.  

SELL OUTS
The first issue made 
publishing history by selling 
out in just three days.  After 
16 years we are still the 
biggest selling young 
women’s magazine in 
Singapore.

AUTHORITY
Since its launch, CLEO has 
become the authority on 
clever, effective and proven 
creative buys which yield 
high response from readers.

CONNECTION 
Advertising in CLEO works.  
85% of readers have 
purchased a product after 
seeing it advertised in CLEO.



A GIRL’S BEST 
FRIEND

CLEO enjoys a unique relationship with our readers and advertisers.  
Readers love us because we give them what they want – fun, 
inspiration and motivation!  Advertisers keep coming back because we 
give them what they want – a responsive audience!
Here’s what some of them have to say:

“Toshiba has always been a 

strong supporter of CLEO 

magazine. We like that not only 

does CLEO appeal to the ladies, 

but to the men as well! The 

association between Toshiba’s 

colourful range of high-quality, 

stylish Notebook PCs and CLEO’s

young and trendy image definitely 

brings out the best in both 

brands.”

Anne Chew, Toshiba Singapore 

Pte Ltd

CLEO is truly the best female magazine in Singapore and beyond! As a 
university graduate, CLEO has become an essential companion. Like a 
trusted friend, CLEO provides sensible fashion and essential work and 
relationship advice that is truly relevant to women in their 20s, 
whatever stage in life they may be – in school, starting out at their first 
job, or independent women in their 20s with thriving careers. CLEO has 
helped women like me become successful, confident and beautiful 
individuals, and you do this by celebrating everything unique about 
women. I also appreciate the fact that CLEO celebrates women of all 
shapes and sizes, and encourages us to love ourselves for who we are. 
I’ve also managed to up my fashion game, and I feel more confident 
when I go out shopping these days cos I know what suits me best and 
flatters my body. The fitness section, the CLEO Gym has also been key 
in helping me maintain a high level of health and fitness with handy 
steps that are easy to follow. I believe that CLEO is doing its part in 
helping to curb eating disorders by promoting body love at all shapes 
and sizes. With your story, “Sex at Work” in the July 2009, you’ve also 
helped change perceptions of people who work in industries that 
promote sexual health. I’m proud to say that I trust CLEO to always 
offer me the right advice when I need it! –Jasmine Tan

““From the creative execution to the logistical management of the Making 
Faces event, the team showed true professionalism and commitment to the 
entire campaign. We were also very pleased with the turnout of makeover 
participants on the day of the event as it completely surpassed our initial 
target. This proved to us the strong following and loyalties that the 
Singaporean women have with both CLEO and SWW and was a good way for 
us to recruit new women users to our brand. Without question, L’Oreal Paris 
is glad to have been able to partner with CLEO and SWW on such a 
successful and historical event. We look forward to more of such creative 
proposals from the team!”

GRACE TAN
Marketing Manager
L'Oréal Paris - Singapore

The July issue of CLEO is simply 
one of the most amazing issues 
ever! “The Beauty Hall of 
Fame” was fab as it 
recommended the must-have 
beauty products in the market, 
and took my budget into 
consideration with the “Need” 
and “Want” categories. David 
Smiedt’s article, “Oh, Grow 
Up!” was hilarious yet 
meaningful, and now I know 
my boyfriend has 
really matured through the 
course of our relationship. It’s 
also a warning to all girls: Don’t 
put up with the man-boy if he 
refuses to act like an adult. I 
also loved the interview with 
Taylor Swift and the feature 
“Sex at Work”. I’ve always 
wondered how it’d be like 
working in such jobs and I was 
pleasantly surprised to read 
their interviews. 
Thanks, CLEO, for yet another 
wonderful issue. -Amethyst

“CLEO has been extremely effective in creating new “out-of-the-box” 
campaigns like CLEO Swimsuit Shoot in 2008 for Neutrogena. Through these 
campaigns, we were able to meet brand objectives while delighting readers 
and our consumers alike with a unique experience. ”

Karina Ong
Johnson & Johnson Pte Ltd



SUCCESSFULLY 
CONNECTING 

ADVERTISERS 
WITH READERS

Over 1,800 readers headed to Zirca to see who was 
crowned the CLEO Eligible Bachelor 2009! 

The CLEO 50 Most Eligible 
Bachelors 2009

The Ultimate CLEO Challenge

All 100 slots were snapped within 2 weeks!
Response was overwhelming and at Cafè Del Mar, over 200 readers turned 
up at the after party!

CLEO Rocks

Over 800 readers & guests turned up at CLEO Rocks, 
in celebration of our 15th birthday bash & our annual CLEO fashion Awards!

Be a CLEO Star

The search for our CLEO star with both looks & personality received over 400 entries!



SUCCESSFULLY 
ENGAGING 

READERS WITH 
ADVERTISERS

Valentine’s Day Promotion, February 2009
Response: 3,887 SMS

Beauty Hall of Fame, June 2009 
Win the featured products

Response: 7,394 SMS

30 Days Fragrance Giveaway, November 2009
Response 9,476 SMS

Special Promotions

Giant Giveaway Promotion 
January 2009

Response: 43,438 SMS



SUCCESSFULLY 
ENGAGING 

READERS WITH 
ADVERTISERS

Starhub Mobile Giveaway Promotion,
June 2009

Response: 2,064 SMS

Furama Hotel Stays Promotion,
May 2009

Response: 2,533 SMS

Dior Products Giveaway Promotion,
July 2009

Response: 1,492 SMS

Casio Watches Giveaway, Dec 2009
Response: 1,492 SMS

FOX Vouchers Giveaway Promotion,
February 2009

Response: 1,745 SMS



DEADLINES 
2012

ISSUE DATE BOOKING DEADLINE/      
CANCELLATION 

MATERIAL DEADLINE

JANUARY 2012 11 NOV 2011, FRI 21 NOV 2011, MON

FEBRUARY 2012 8 DEC 2011, THU 16 DEC 2011, FRI

MARCH 2012 16 JANE 2012, MON 26 JAN 2012, THU

APRIL 2012 17 FEB 2012, FRI 24 FEB 2012, FRI

MAY 2012 16 MAR 2012, FRI 26 MAR 2012, MON

JUNE 2012 16 APR 2012, MON 24 APR 2012, TUE

JULY 2012 15 MAY 2012, TUE 23 MAY 2012, WED

AUGUST 2012 14 JUN 2012, THU 22 JUN 2012, FRI

SEPTEMBER 2012 16 JUL 2012, MON 23 JUL 2012, MON

OCTOBER 2012 13 AUG 2012, MON 22 AUG 2012, WED

NOVEMBER 2012 14 SEP 2012, FRI 24 SEP 2012, MON

DECEMBER 2012 16 OCT 2012, TUE 24 OCT 2012, WED

Important Note :
•Material should be submitted by electronic transmission via Quickcut with an ISO digital 
proof. ISO digital proof must include the Ugra / Forga Media Wedge version 3 color bars 
and a verification sticker must be located on the back of the proof to show compliancy of 
the colorimetric summary according to ISO 12647-7. This is required for each publication
•Should above deadlines not be adhered to, kindly refer to General Conditions of the rate 
card.



ADVERTISING 
RATES

COLOUR CASUAL 3X 6X 12X 18X 24X 36X

S$ S$ S$ S$ S$ S$ S$

Full Page 4,400 4,180 3,980 3,600 3,420 3,250 3,090

Double Page Spread 8,800 8,360 7,940 7,200 6,840 6,500 6,175

Two Column (vertical) 3,310 3,140 2,990 2,690 2,555 2,430 2,310

Half Page (vertical or horizontal) 2,650 2,520 2,395 2,155 2,050 1,950 1,850

One Column (vertical) 1,765 1,680 1,600 1,440 1,370 1,300 1,240

SPECIAL POSITIONS

2nd Double Page Spread 9,860 9,370 8,900 8,065 7,680 7,300 6,935

3rd Double Page Spread 9,680 9,200 8,740 7,950 7,550 7,170 6,810

Facing Contents/Masthead 4,930 4,685 4,450 4,150 3,940 3,745 3,560

Facing Regular Features 4,840 4,600 4,370 4,060 3,860 3,665 3,480

SPOT COLOURS RATES & 5th COLOURS

Where spot colour or 5th colour is required, loading at prevailing rates is applicable.

COVER POSITIONS (only casual rates apply)

Inside Front Cover Spread S$11,000

Inside Back Cover S$4,850

Outside Back Cover S$5,750

VOLUME DISCOUNT: All apply within 12-month period.
SPECIAL POSITION RATES: Where preferred positions and guaranteed consecutive right-hand pages are           
required, 10% loading of applicable rate will be charged.
AGENCY COMMISSION: A 15% commission is applicable to Accredited Advertising Agencies.
CANCELLATION CLAUSE: Any advertisements withdrawn from the issue after stated cancellation date   
will be charged at full rate.



MECHANICAL 
SPECS

ADVERTISING SIZE TRIM TYPE AREA BLEED
Full Page 275 X 210 mm 250 X 190 mm 281 X 216 mm
Double Page Spread 275 X 420 mm 250 X 390 mm 281 X 426 mm
Half Page Horizontal 134 X 210 mm 120 X 190 mm 140 X 216 mm
Half Page Vertical 275 X 102 mm 250 X 90mm 281 X 108 mm
1 Column 275 X 70 mm 250 X 60 mm 281 X 76 mm
2 Column 275 X 140 mm 250 X 125 mm 281 X 146 mm

GENERAL CONDITIONS

1. Rates given are on the understanding that all space orders are to be utilised within a 12- 
month period.  All copy is subject to the approval of the publisher, who may edit, revise or 
reject any advertisement without assigning reasons therefore.

2. The Publisher will not be liable for any consequential loss or damage occasioned by the 
failure of any advertisement to appear from any cause whatsoever, neither does he 
accept liability for errors in any advertisement published, nor its failure to appear on a 
specified date.

3. In the event of complete material or copy instructions not being received by the 
appropriate deadline, the Publisher reserves the right to repeat a previous advertisement 
of the same size or to run a house advertisement for  which the advertiser will be liable for 
full payment.

4. The publisher may, at any time and without notice, cancel an advertising order in respect 
of any advertisement not inserted by the Publisher, in which event the advertiser shallpay 
for all past insertions at the applicable rate.  Cancellation by the advertiser or their 
agent of any portion of a contract for any reason whatsoever nullifies all rate 
frequency discounts an/or positional protection.

5. While every reasonable care is taken, neither the Publisher nor his agent is responsible for 
the loss of or damage to transparencies, separation and other material, and the Publisher 
is not responsible for any errors in key numbers.

6. The word “Advertisement” will be placed above or below each page of copy which, in 
our opinion, resembles editorial matter or its style.

7. No guarantee will be given to any preferred positioning requested by the advertiser or 
their agents and any omission shall not constitute a breach by the Publisher of any 
advertising order or contract.

8. All complaints or claims regarding advertisements published must be made in writing 
within 15 days following the date of publication.

9. All advertising accepted for publication in CLEO is subject only to the conditions set out 
on CLEO’s advertising rate card and/or advertising form.



DIGITAL 
ADS

DIGITAL ADS

In order to provide a better service to advertisers, SPHM has moved to a digital ad delivery system to 
take advantage of computer-to-plate technology which provides shorter production time and 
increased precision and accuracy of printing plates. Below is important information about this 
process.

SPHM  will only accept digital ads via the Quickcut Pre Press Network 
Digital files will not be accepted on disc or via email
SPHM does not repair digital files – ads containing errors are returned to advertisers

The Quickcut process delivers problem free, press ready files according to publishers’ specifications 
and has proven to be the most efficient method of receiving and tracking digital ads at SPHM. 
Advantages of the Quickcut service are accuracy of file structure and page size, reliability and 
speed, and the provision of an audit trail. Quickcut software checks digital files for errors before they 
are transmitted electronically to SPHM, ensuring advertisers do not submit files that contain errors and 
will therefore not print correctly. 

For more information regarding Quickcut, please contact:

www.adstreamasia.com

SINGAPORE 
Adstream Asia 
Telephone: +65 9170 1712
Email: gilbert.chee@quickcutasia.com

MALAYSIA 
asia ontime
Telephone: +60 (3) 2095 6601 
Email: info@asiaontime.com

SPHM can only take responsibility for accurate colour reproduction if a digital proof of the supplied 
digital file is produced using SPHM’s ISO colour reference profile. Quickcut ISO software allows 
distribution of SPHM’s Fogra 39L seperation profile to Production House, Agencies and Advertisers. This 
will assist accurate ISO proofs being printed to most digital proofing devices

If you wish to send a digital ad and/or supply a digital proof and do not have Quickcut software or 
suitable proofing system installed, please contact SPHM for a list of local colour separators who can 
provide this service.

SPHM will retain digital ads for 6 months from the last insertion date 
After this time, digital files will need to be resubmitted via Quickcut network.

Accurate copy instructions must be entered within the Quickcut software 
Copy instructions allow us to easily identify your advertisement. It is particularly important to enter the 
publication/run date, which is the cover date of the title (not the on-sale date). 

Digital files must be prepared to the correct size
SPHM requires a minimum of 3mm bleed on all sides of the advertisement. Please ensure that all 
elements that you wish to print are kept within the type area as indicated in specifications within 
QuickPrint application.
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